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The Platinum Decathlon – A Tribute to
the Foresight of Antoine Baumé
“So many excellent properties united in a single metal make it desirable that it should be
introduced into commerce”, Antoine Baumé – “Chymie Experimentale et Raisonnée” (1773)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1595/147106712X650811

By Chris Barnard* and Andrew Fones**
Johnson Matthey Technology Centre, Blounts Court,
Sonning Common, Reading RG4 9NH, UK
Email: *barnacfj@matthey.com;
**fonesar@matthey.com
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Ten application areas and ten properties of platinum
(or its alloys) are selected here to represent a “platinum
decathlon”. Platinum has a unique combination of
properties which make it eminently suitable for many
applications from jewellery to anticancer drugs, from
high-temperature engineering to a range of catalytic
applications. The 18th century French chemist Antoine
Baumé foresaw the desirability of platinum’s use in
industry and its use today in many essential areas bears
this out.

Introduction
Platinum (atomic number 78) is an element of the
third row of the transition metal series and hence is
one of the densest of metals (ca. 20 g cm–3) with a high
melting point (>1750ºC). It comprises only 1–10 ng g–1
of the earth’s crust (1) making it a genuinely rare
metal, with annual output less than a tenth that of
gold. There are only a few locations in the world
where platinum has sufficient concentration to make
mining economically viable. The largest area of this
type is the Bushveld igneous complex in South Africa,
identified by Hans Merensky in 1924. In recent times
this region has provided approximately three quarters
of the world’s platinum supply.
The specific properties of platinum have been
exploited over the years to create a range of
consumer and industrial uses. These are indicated
in Table I and below we will discuss how the
applications have arisen.

“Chymie Experimentale et Raisonnée”
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Table I
Properties

Value, units

Melting point

~1770ºC



Ductility (tensile
elongation,
annealed, room
temperature)

35–40%



Oxidation resistance:
1200ºC
1600ºC

0.1–0.3 g m–2 h–1
1.2 g m–2 h–1



Electrochemical
oxidation potential

–1.2 V



DC corrosion
resistance

5–7 mg amp–1 year–1



Relative radiopacity

30 × Ti
6.7 × Ni

Electrical
conductivity

9.937 × 106 S m–1

Creep rate:
1000ºC

0.04% h–1

Coercivity:
Pt/Co alloy

ca. 10 kOe

Common oxidation
states

0, +2, +4

Anticancer drugs



Silicones

Emissions control



Hard disks

Petrochemicals
reforming

Sensors and
thermocouples

Ammonia oxidation

















Ten Application Areas of Platinum
1. Jewellery
The values of rarity and purity, associated with its
enduring quality and resistance to tarnishing, mean
that platinum has been used for decoration since
the 7th century BC, as shown by the Thebes casket
(Figure 1). More recently, these qualities have made
platinum a very popular metal for wedding rings
(Figure 2) particularly in Asian countries and this
has accounted for significant growth in platinum
jewellery demand in China as consumer wealth has
increased.
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Fig. 1. The Casket of Thebes
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Fig. 2. Platinum wedding rings (Copyright © J. Fischer
& Sohn KG)
Each of the jewellery metals lends itself to particular
types of work related to its properties. For example,
pure gold can be used to provide large areas of
reflective finish but it is too soft (Vickers hardness 25)
for constructing many pieces and must necessarily be
alloyed with other metals. Platinum is harder (Vickers
hardness 45) but must still be alloyed with small
amounts of other metals, which can include other
platinum group metals, for jewellery use. Whereas
platinum cannot be used for large areas of reflective
finish, it is particularly suited to creating intricate
designs using laser welding (2). The whiteness of
platinum is also advantageous in not imparting any
colour when setting stones, and it can be used to
make very fine settings for holding stones which are
not possible using gold.
A common jewellery component is wire. Platinum
is formable enough that jewellery manufacturers
can melt and cast small ingots before rolling them
to rod and hand drawing to wire, allowing the wire
to be produced as it is required (3). Platinum wire is
a striking example of the ductility of platinum. The
platinum can be drawn down to 0.0006 mm diameter
for commercial supply. At that final thickness, if
the wire was drawn down from a 10 cm long, 1 cm
diameter rod, approximately 2777 km of wire could
be produced.
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2. Biomedical Devices
Biomedical devices are used inside a living body.
There is a wide range of such devices, from the
complex (pacemakers) (Figure 3) to the very simple
(bone pins to help broken bones heal correctly), and
even replacement parts (artificial knees or hip joints).
All of these have a primary requirement that they do
not harm the tissues exposed to them.
One problem suffered by in vivo devices is that
they are exposed to the body’s naturally occurring
fluids. The environment which these fluids form is
not constant; for example, the pH can change with
exertion. The fluids also contain a wide variety of
ions, including chloride ions, which are known to be
very aggressive in corrosion. As a result, biomaterials
must be resistant to corrosion in a wide range of
environments. If corrosion does occur it will result in
metal ions being released into the body. These can
be toxic to surrounding tissues, and will also interact
with the fluids, potentially forming more dangerous
compounds. Thus the corrosion resistance of
platinum makes it a good candidate for biomaterials
as it is not susceptible to this kind of reaction within
the body. As a result platinum has been used
increasingly as a biomaterial as the range of devices
has been extended.
A given device will also have other properties
required by its function. For example, one biomedical
device with increasing use is the stent (Figure 4).
Typically, this consists of a tube or scaffold and a
balloon. The stent is inserted into an artery with the
tube collapsed and carefully manoeuvred through
the artery till it is in the correct position. The balloon
is then inflated to expand the tube, then deflated
and removed. The tube must be ductile enough to
be opened, yet strong enough to remain open once
the balloon is removed. It is also highly useful to
the surgeon that the stent is radiopaque such that its
position can be seen by X-rays to assist positioning.
This can either be done through the use of marker
rings if the stent itself is made of base metal alloy, or
through construction of the stent using a platinum
alloy, for example, chromium-platinum (37% iron,
33% platinum, 18% chromium etc.) as supplied
by Boston Scientific. Since the first insertion of a
stent into a patient in 1986 the design of stents has
improved steadily. One problem which has been
addressed for coronary stents is that of restenosis
(4). This is the growth of smooth muscle cells at the
site of the injury (analogous to a scar forming over
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Platinum or
platinumiridium
through wires
for multi-pin
hermetic seal,
inside the
seal housing
(0.015”
(0.381 mm)
and 0.013”
(0.330 mm))

Platinum-iridium,
MP35N® or stainless
steel machined
parts for terminal
connector
Platinum or
platinum-iridium
wire and ribbon
multifilar coils
for high-voltage
shocking
electrodes
Titaniumnickel-coated
platinumiridium
machined parts
for passive
fixation leads

Platinum-iridium alloy
rings for shocking
electrodes

Porous titanium-nickelcoated platinumiridium helix and post
assembly for active
fixation leads
Fig. 3. An implantable cardioverter defibrillator, showing the components that are made from platinum or
platinum group metal alloys

Stent (stainless
steel, cobaltchromium, cobaltchromium with
platinum, or nitinol)

Balloon
supporting
the stent

Guidewire with coiled
platinum-tungsten tip

Fig. 4. A balloon-mounted
stent used in percutaneous
transluminal coronary
angioplasty (PTCA, or balloon
angioplasty) procedures
(Copyright © Abbott Vascular
Devices)

Marker band (platinum,
platinum-iridium or
gold)

an injury) leading to reblocking. Drug-eluting stents,
where a drug is released from a biocompatible
polymer forming the stent or a coating, can help in
reducing restenosis (5). A temporary stent procedure
can also be used to unblock arteries in the brain in
people suffering strokes. A platinum-titanium stent
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(for example, as manufactured by Covidien) is guided
to where the clot has formed and expanded to allow
blood to reach the patient’s brain as soon as possible,
minimising ischemic damage. The clot seeps into the
mesh of the stent and after a few minutes the stent and
clot are removed together (6).
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A large number of other radiopaque platinum
marker rings are also produced for other devices
such as catheters to allow the surgeon to follow their
progress during an operation.
The
corrosion
resistance
and
electrical
conductivity of platinum have made it a metal of
choice for the electrodes used in both pacemakers
and neuromodulators, and the array of electrodes
within a cochlear implant. A much older use is as
a coating for irradiated iridium wire for localised
delivery of radiation for cancer therapy. The tip of
the iridium wire is left exposed, and the radiopaque
platinum prevents the rest of the wire from affecting
the body, allowing radiotherapy to be targeted on
specific sites.
Platinum metal is therefore used for treating many
conditions from deafness to Parkinson’s disease, to
heart conditions, to cancer (7).
3. High-Temperature Engineering
3.1 Glass Fibre Manufacture
Glass fibres are produced by passing molten glass
through a ‘bushing’ (8) (Figure 5). This consists of a
box with many nozzles in the base. The glass strands
produced from these nozzles are collected in a
variety of ways depending on the planned application
– for example the fibres may be broken by periodic
blasts of cold air to produce fibres of a known length,
or wound onto reels, or even allowed to settle into
a tangled mat (used for fibre glass insulation). The
driving force for improvements has been the desire
to fit more nozzles into a bushing, requiring the
nozzles to have the thinnest walls and be packed as

Fig. 5. Molten glass passing through a platinumrhodium ‘bushing’, which consists of a box with
many nozzles in the base, to create glass fibres (9)
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tightly as possible. The application also exerts some
high demands on the material. In order for the fibres
produced from each nozzle to be the same, the force
exerted on each nozzle by the molten glass must
remain constant. The material used must therefore
be able to retain strength, especially creep strength
(avoiding deformation over long time periods under
the influence of loads at high temperature) to avoid
the base ‘bowing’. This results in the middle of the
base sinking further than the edges, introducing a
curve, and causing the nozzles to point in different
directions, altering the forces at each nozzle. Stiffening
ribs are often added to help mitigate this. The molten
glass is also hot, alkaline and corrosive. The material
must resist oxidation and chemical attack, both from
the glass, and from impurities within the glass (for
example, sulfur).
The materials used for this application are
platinum-rhodium alloys. These have the strength
at high temperatures and general corrosion
resistance required by the application. Despite
this, the bushings still only have a production life of
approximately one year.
The requirement to fit more nozzles onto the base
of a bushing has seen an increase in numbers from 51
in the original bushings to 4000 in more recent ones.
This has been made possible by improvements in both
processing and understanding (9). For example, the
addition of rhodium improved the high-temperature
properties, but also changed the way the glass
wetted the nozzles. This made it possible to remove
a countersink previously required to stop the glass
flowing over the edges of the nozzle and coating the
bushing, thus reducing the nozzle size. The nozzles
can be made by either pressing and drilling out the
ends, or by cutting holes in the base and welding on
the nozzles. In both cases, the main limitation on how
close to each other the nozzles can be is the space
required for the processing equipment.
The ability of platinum-rhodium alloy to resist
corrosion from the glass is also important in
maintaining the purity of the glass. In recent years
this has become important for the production of
the liquid crystal flat screen displays which have
become ubiquitous in mobile phones, computers and
televisions.
3.2 Turbine Engines
Today’s civilian air fleet is propelled primarily by
turbofan jet engines. A series of fans and compressors
force air into the combustion chamber, where it is
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mixed with fuel and ignited. The gases expand and
produce thrust to power the jet. The gas temperature
rises as the gas is compressed throughout the engine,
and the efficiency of the engine rises dependent
on this gas temperature. As a result, the operating
temperature of each stage has been increased over
the years, and the materials used have therefore
had to be improved to withstand higher and higher
temperatures. The final compressor stage is now
exposed to temperatures (1500ºC or more) which are
above the melting point of the construction alloy used
(a nickel-based superalloy) under highly oxidising
conditions.
The blades need protection from these
temperatures, and this is provided both by internal
air cooling and by coatings to prevent the heat from
reaching the blade. The coating must also protect the
blade from oxidation. A platinum aluminide coating
is a well-established technology to provide oxidation
resistance (10) (Figure 6). Applying such a coating
is a multi-stage process – first a platinum coating is
applied (both aqueous and spray techniques are
used for this) then the coated blade is heated to
allow the platinum to diffuse into the nickel-based
superalloy blade. The blade is then pack aluminised,
which diffuses aluminium into the surface, forming a
platinum aluminide layer. The layer greatly improves
the oxidation resistance of the blades. As it was
formed by diffusing platinum and aluminium into the
nickel superalloy, it is well adhered to the surface.
The platinum aluminide surface also allows a further
ceramic thermal barrier layer to be applied. This
ceramic layer helps to protect the blade from the high
temperatures, but without the platinum aluminide
coating, it would not adhere to the superalloy. The

Fig. 6. In a turbine engine, a platinum aluminide
coating protects the blade from oxidation
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platinum aluminide coating allows the blades to
operate continuously for 20,000 hours, and can be
stripped and replaced once per blade.
4. Ammonia Oxidation
A major use for platinum wire is in the production
of gauzes for nitric acid production in the Ostwald
process. This is the oxidation of anhydrous ammonia
to nitrogen dioxide over platinum (today generally
a 90/10 or 95/5 platinum-rhodium alloy) at high
temperature and pressure. The nitrogen dioxide is
then reacted with water to make nitric acid. The
platinum is in the form of woven or knitted (Figure 7)
gauze sheets, and several of these sheets are stacked
into a pack.
The process is a mature technology, having been
patented by Wilhelm Ostwald in 1902. It was based
on an 1838 patent by Kuhlman on the oxidation of
ammonia over platinum sponge, which was in turn
based on a 1789 experiment by Milner who oxidised
ammonia over manganese(IV) oxide. The first plant
was built in 1906, producing 300 kg of nitric oxide
per day. By 1908 this production had been increased
tenfold. These initial plants used crimped and coiled
platinum strips, but 1909 saw the first use of platinum
gauzes. The process became much more popular in
1913 when the Haber process for the production of
ammonia was developed, and the two technologies
have been linked since then (11).

Fig. 7. Nitro-LoK was the second of the knitted gauze
products and was developed for those ammonia
oxidation plants whose main requirement is strength
and flexibility. The extra strength when compared
to the traditional knits is achieved by reducing the
central loop and creating a more uniform structure,
improving the strength by 40%
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The conditions for the Ostwald process (a typical
example is 300ºC and 9 bar pressure) are very
aggressive (12). It therefore requires a very corrosion
and oxidation resistant material, which must also
catalyse the oxidation. The platinum-rhodium alloy
used fulfils these requirements, but even such a
resistant material is slowly consumed. The gauzes
suffer from oxidation and slow loss of platinum (it
is believed that this comes from the formation of a
volatile platinum oxide). As a result, the gauzes slowly
become less efficient and need replacement. The
used gauzes are refined to recycle the platinum and
rhodium. A further gauze is fitted downstream in the
processing to catch and assist recovery of the lost
platinum. Advances in gauze and catalyst design have
also been incorporated over the years, such as the
addition of palladium to the packs to reduce platinum
loss, and the use of knitted rather than woven gauzes
to reduce production costs (13).
The Ostwald process is also a key part of the
agricultural industry as it supplies the nitrates
required for fertilisers.
5. Sensors and Thermocouples
Platinum is used for a wide range of sensor
applications. These range from thermocouples to
more modern applications such as oxygen sensors in
car exhaust systems.

•Platinum Metals Rev., 2012, 56, (3)•

efficiently (14). The oxygen content is related to the
amount of unburned fuel remaining in the engine. The
sensor consists of a porous platinum coating on both
the inside and the outside of a zirconia tube. The tube
is closed at one end and placed in the exhaust stream.
This exposes the outside to the exhaust and the inside
remains exposed to normal air. The exhaust heats the
zirconia tube, which becomes an ionic conductor.
As the oxygen content in the atmosphere at each
platinum sensor is different, there will be a potential
difference between them. This difference is monitored,
and changes are used to control the fuel flow through
the engine to ensure that the gas/fuel mixture allows
for complete combustion of the fuel (15).
5.2 Thermocouples
A thermocouple consists of two wires of different
metals (Figure 9). When any metal is subjected
to a thermal gradient it will generate a voltage (the
Seebeck effect). If two dissimilar metals are joined
together, a potential difference will exist between
them. Using a third metal to complete the circuit
allows this potential to be measured, and compared
to the voltage generated at a known temperature. This
then allows the temperature of the joint between the

5.1 Oxygen Sensors
Oxygen sensors for car exhaust gas (lambda sensors)
(Figure 8) are used to help run a gasoline engine more

Fig. 8. Oxygen sensors for car exhaust gas (lambda
sensors) monitor oxygen levels in the exhaust gases
and provide feedback to the electronic engine
management system which controls the air to fuel
ratio (Copyright © Robert Bosch GmbH)
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Fig. 9. A thermocouple consists of two wires of
different metals joined together at one end to enable
the temperature of the joint between the two metals
to be calculated
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two metals to be calculated. Platinum and platinumrhodium alloys are used for three high temperature
standard grades of thermocouple (16). Grade B links
a 30% rhodium-platinum wire with a 6% rhodiumplatinum wire, and is used at temperatures up to
1800ºC. Type R links a 13% rhodium-platinum alloy
with pure platinum and is effective to 1600ºC. Type S
joins a 10% rhodium-platinum wire to pure platinum
and is also used to 1600ºC. Type S thermocouples
are also used as the standard of calibration for the
melting point of gold.
6. Petrochemical Reforming
The major uses of petroleum products, both as fuels
(motor, aviation and heating) and petrochemicals
(solvents, polymers and plastics) require low
molecular
weight
hydrocarbons.
However,
naturally occurring deposits contain a significant
amount of heavier compounds that are unsuitable
for these applications. During the refining of crude
oil these heavier materials must be converted
to the valuable lighter fractions by cracking and
reforming processes. Platinum catalysts, which
were first introduced by Universal Oil Products
(UOP Ltd) in 1949, play a key role in these reforming
processes (17). The catalysts offer a combination of
the hydrogen transfer properties of platinum with
the acid catalysis provided by the alumina support
treated with chloride. This allows the isomerisation
of alkanes to cyclic and branched structures and
an increase in aromatic content that improves
the octane rating. Over the years, improvements
to the catalysts have involved the addition of
promoters such as tin or rhenium and the thrifting
of the platinum loading (18). Nonetheless, despite
the recovery of platinum from used catalysts, the
increase in demand for fuels in the corresponding
period has required the steady increase in the
amount of platinum used in this way.
The ability of platinum to catalyse hydrogenation/
dehydrogenation processes also plays a role in
the production of alkenes for polymerisation. In
particular, processes to exploit the increasing
amounts of shale-derived gas are of current interest.
The dehydrogenation of propane to propene, the
monomer of polypropylene, is one such process.
Dow Texas Operations have recently announced
that a 750,000 metric tonnes per annum propene
plant, will be operational from 2015 using platinum
catalysts as part of Honeywell UOP’s OleflexTM
technology (Figure 10).
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Fig. 10. The UOP OleflexTM Process produces polymer
grade propylene from a propane feedstock (Photo
courtesy of UOP, A Honeywell Company)
7. Emissions Control
The ability of platinum to promote the oxidation of
coal gas was identified by Sir Humphry Davy in the
very earliest days in the study of catalysis (1817). This
ability to promote the oxidation of hydrocarbons and
carbon monoxide, while also allowing the reduction
of nitric oxides to nitrogen, underlies the modern
application of platinum in automobile exhaust
catalysts (three-way catalysts) (Figure 11). This has
become the largest use of platinum in the present
day. Since the introduction of the first catalysts in the
1970s, there has been continual improvement due to
the use of different promoters and support materials,
with thrifting of platinum levels and substitution
with palladium. The complex chemistry of reactions
required has resulted in complex formulations for
the catalyst coatings, with the support materials in
the form of a coating on ceramic also playing an
important part. Continuing challenges are provided
by the progressive tightening of legislative limits
around the world. Examples include the need for
better performance at low temperatures, such
as those occurring at start up of the engine, and
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Fig. 11. A three-way catalyst system which
simultaneously promotes the oxidation of
hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide, while also
allowing the reduction of nitric oxides to nitrogen

better control of nitrous oxide, which is a powerful
greenhouse gas (19).
In addition to gasoline engines, the technology has
now been developed for diesel engines. The exhaust
gas from diesel engines contains higher levels of
oxygen and more particulate carbon (soot) than
gasoline emissions so a different approach is required.
Particulate matter is removed by a diesel particulate
filter (DPF) which is periodically regenerated by
a high temperature excursion. Hydrocarbons and
carbon monoxide are oxidised with a diesel oxidation
catalyst (DOC) while reduction of nitrogen oxides
requires the addition of a reductant, usually ammonia
formed from urea injected into the exhaust stream,
and a selective reduction catalyst (SCR) (20). The
legislation to control these pollutants has now been
extended from light vehicles to heavy-duty trucks
and is being increasingly introduced to stationary
diesel engines. The geographical spread of regulation
along with the tightening of limits in mature markets
provides the demand for continued developments in
this area.
8. Hard Disks
While for many applications it is the properties of
the pure element that lead to the use of platinum, its
alloys also show useful properties that have brought
about significant applications. One such is the use of
platinum-cobalt based alloys as magnetic recording
media (21) (Figure 12). Nanoparticulate grains of
these materials create small magnetic domains with
high perpendicular anisotropy and high magnetic
coercivity, i.e. they are ‘hard’ magnetic materials
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Fig. 12. Platinum-cobalt based alloy in a hard disk
drive
providing permanent magnets. This has led them
to being chosen as the materials of choice for
magnetic data storage devices such as hard disks.
In maximising the efficiency of data storage, it is
important that the magnetisation is not influenced
by the magnetisation of neighbouring domains and
other local fields (degrading the data). Therefore,
high coercivity is necessary to allow domain size to
be reduced. In addition, other techniques, such as
perpendicular recording and the use of ruthenium
interlayers providing ‘antiferromagnetically-coupled
media’, have also allowed a reduction in domain
size, leading to data capacity increasing by 50% per
year or more. In the future, new modifications to the
technology such as heat-assisted magnetic recording
or patterned media will allow further increases to
data levels of up to 100 terabits per square inch (22).
With this potential it is unlikely that other data storage
methods such as the use of semiconductor materials
will match the economy of hard disks, allowing them
to remain as the preferred mass market data storage
devices for some time to come.
9. Silicone Manufacture
Despite the fact that platinum metal is relatively inert,
once dissolved (using chloride media) it displays a
rich variety of coordination chemistry leading to uses
in catalysis and biomedical applications (23).
The availability of the d-orbitals of transition
metals provides the opportunity for the formation
of coordination bonds with a wide variety of donor
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groups. The reactivity of the ligands themselves is then
modified leading to the potential for the formation
of new bonds. This leads to homogeneous catalysis
processes where, in contrast to heterogeneous
catalysis, every atom of the metal is capable of acting
as a catalytic centre. This property of platinum is
used in the preparation of a wide variety of silicone
polymers by the reaction known as hydrosilation.
Typical catalysts range from simple salts such as
potassium hexachloroplatinate(IV) to complexes
such as Karstedt catalyst, Figure 13. Alkenes are
inserted into silane precursors, R nSi-X(4–n) (for
example, X = H) see Figure 14 (24, 25).
Silicone polymers have widespread application
as easy-release surfaces and coatings. The different
catalysts in combination with inhibitors can be used
to control the initiation of the polymerisation, assisting
in achieving great control over the properties of the
final polymer. The catalyst (a few parts per million)
remains embedded in the polymer and so this one
of the few areas of application where recycling of
platinum does not occur.

just these properties that have resulted in platinum
giving rise to some of the most effective anticancer
agents of modern times. The first in this series of
compounds, cisplatin (Figure 15), is a remarkably
simple compound first synthesised by Peyrone in
1844. However, it wasn’t until the late 1970s that
cisplatin was licensed for cancer treatment. Since
then it has had a major impact on the treatment of
testicular and ovarian cancer and is used widely in
combination with other chemotherapeutic agents and
other treatment modalities to benefit cancer patients
(26). Other platinum drugs that have been licensed
include carboplatin and oxaliplatin (Figure 16),
extending the use of platinum agents to a wider group
of tumours (27).
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Fig. 15. cis-Diamminedichloroplatinum(II) – known as
cisplatin
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Fig. 13. Karstedt catalyst
10. Anticancer Drugs
As one of the heavier transition metals the exchange
reactions of ligands bound to platinum are slow
compared to many metals, but this is not always an
undesirable feature. In order to influence the function
of cells in the body, limited reactivity is required to
allow distribution of the chemical within the body,
and in many cases strong bonding to reactive sites
is necessary to bring about therapeutic benefit. It is
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Sustainability
The increasing demand for platinum in a wide range
of applications, some of which we have illustrated
above, has in recent times been met by increased
mine output. However, due to its high value in
scrap, platinum has always been recycled where
possible, for example, nitric acid gauzes, glass fibre
bushings and reforming catalysts. In recent years,
networks have been established for the recycling of
automotive emission catalysts and this is playing an
ever increasing role in the global platinum market.
With the growth in the use of exhaust catalysts in
developing countries and applications to a wider
variety of engines, this can only increase. Although
economic mineral resources of platinum are limited, it
is clear that the market mechanisms exist to maintain
supplies of platinum that will allow its unique benefits
to be widely exploited now and in the future.
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Fig. 14. Use of platinum catalysis in the preparation of silicone materials
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The world’s growing population demands increasing
access to advanced healthcare treatments. Platinum is
used to make essential components for a range of
medical devices, including pacemakers, implantable
defibrillators, catheters, stents and neuromodulation
devices. The properties of platinum which make it
suitable for medical device applications include its biocompatibility, inertness within the body, durability, electrical conductivity and radiopacity.Components can be
manufactured in a variety of forms, from rod, wire and
ribbon to sheet and foil, plus high-precision micromachined parts. As well as biomedical device components,platinum also finds use in anticancer drugs such
as cisplatin and carboplatin.

Introduction
According to the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP), the global population will reach
over 9 billion by 2050 with nearly 90% of the world’s
people located in developing countries (FFigure 1) (1).
Since the early 1970s, platinum has been used in a
variety of medical devices for people around the
world suffering from such ailments as heart disease,
stroke, neurological disorders, chronic pain and other
life threatening conditions. In 2010, some 175,000 oz
of platinum are estimated to have been used in biomedical devices, of which around 80 per cent was for
established technologies such as guidewires and cardiac rhythm devices. The remaining 20 per cent was
used in newer technologies, such as neuromodulation devices and stents. In addition, over 25,000 oz of
platinum are used annually in anticancer drugs (2).
With an ageing and increasing world population,
there will be an increasing demand for healthcare
products and services that use components made
from platinum, other platinum group metals (pgms)
and their alloys. Increasing access to healthcare and
advanced medical treatments in developing countries means that platinum contributes to improving
the quality of life of people around the world.
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Fig. 1. Trends
in population,
developed and
developing
countries, between
1750–2050
(estimates and
projections) (1)
(Image: Hugo
Ahlenius, Nordpil)
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The Advantages of Platinum for
Biomedical Uses
The chemical, physical and mechanical properties of
platinum and its alloys make them uniquely suitable
for a variety of medical applications. Agnew et al. (3)
and Brummer et al. (4) carried out studies which confirmed the low corrosivity, high biocompatibility and
good mechanical resistance of platinum and platinum alloys that are used for medical applications.
Platinum’s biocompatibility makes it ideal for
temporary and permanent implantation in the body,
a quality which is exploited in a variety of treatments.
As a metal, it can be fabricated into very tiny, complex shapes and it has some important properties not
shared by base metals. It is inert, so it does not corrode inside the body unlike metals such as nickel
and copper, which can sometimes cause allergic
reactions. Modern, minimally-invasive medical techniques often use electricity to diagnose and treat
patients’ illnesses, and platinum’s conductivity makes
it an ideal electrode material. It is also radiopaque,
so it is clearly visible in X-ray images, enabling doctors to monitor the position of the device during
treatment. Some examples of areas where pgms are
used in medical devices, together with some of the
manufacturers currently active in the medical device
market, are shown in Table I.
For more than forty years platinum alloys have
been employed extensively in treatments for coronary
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artery disease such as balloon angioplasty and stenting where inertness and visibility under X-ray are
crucial. In the field of cardiac rhythm disorders,
platinum’s durability, inertness and electrical conductivity make it the ideal electrode material for devices
such as pacemakers, implantable defibrillators and
electrophysiology catheters. More recently, its unique
properties have been exploited in neuromodulation
devices (including “brain pacemakers”, used to treat
some movement disorders, and cochlear implants, to
restore hearing), and in coils and catheters for the
treatment of brain aneurysms.
Platinum in Biomedical Applications
Devices for Cardiac Rhythm Management
Abnormalities of the heart’s rhythm are common,
often debilitating, and sometimes fatal. For example,
bradycardia is a condition in which the heart’s
“natural pacemaker” is set too slow, resulting in
fatigue, dizziness and fainting. Other patients may
be at risk of sudden cardiac death, a condition in
which the heart’s lower chambers (the ventricles)
“fibrillate”, or pulse in a rapid and uncoordinated
manner. This prevents the heart from pumping
blood and leads rapidly to death unless the victim
receives cardioversion (a strong electric shock to the
heart, which restores normal rhythm).
These and other cardiac rhythm disorders can
now be managed very successfully using implanted
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Table I
Markets for Medical Devices and the Major Device Companies
Medical device markets

Examples of application areas

Major medical device companies

Surgical instrumentation

Arthroscopic; ophthalmology;
endo-laparoscopic; electro-surgical

Boston Scientific; Johnson &
Johnson; Stryker; Tyco

Electro-medical implants

Pacemakers; defibrillators; hearing
assist devices; heart pumps

Boston Scientific; Biotronik;
Medtronic; St. Jude Medical

Interventional

Stents; angioplasty; catheter
ablation; distal protection

Boston Scientific; Abbott Vascular;
Johnson & Johnson; Medtronic

Orthopaedics

Spinal fixation; hip implants;
knee implants

Biomet; Johnson & Johnson;
Stryker; Zimmer

devices such as artificial pacemakers (5, 6) and
implantable cardioverter defibrillators (ICDs) (7–9).
These consist of a “pulse generator”, a small box
containing a battery and an electronic control system which is implanted in the chest wall, and one
or more leads which run through a large vein into
the heart itself. The electrodes on these leads deliver
electrical impulses to the heart muscle – in the case
of a pacemaker, these ensure that the heart beats
regularly and at an appropriate pace, while in the
case of an ICD, a much stronger electrical shock is
delivered as soon as the device detects a dangerously
irregular heartbeat. Each lead typically has two or
more electrodes made of platinum-iridium alloy,
while platinum components are also used to connect the pulse generator to the lead (FFigure 2).
Catheters and Stents
Catheters are flexible tubes which are introduced
into the body to help diagnose or treat illnesses
such as heart disease (10–13). The doctor can perform delicate procedures without requiring the
patient to undergo invasive surgical treatment,
improving recovery time and minimising the risk of
complications. Many catheters incorporate platinum
components: marker bands and guidewires, which
help the surgeon guide the catheter to the treatment
site, or electrodes, which are used to diagnose and
treat some cardiac rhythm disorders (arrhythmias).
One of the most common coronary complaints in
the developed world is atherosclerosis, the “furring
up” of the artery walls with fatty deposits, which can
lead to angina and heart attack (14). Blockages in the
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coronary arteries are often treated using a procedure
called “percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty” (PTCA, also known as balloon angioplasty)
(15, 16). This treatment uses a catheter with a tiny balloon attached to its end, which is guided to the treatment site then inflated, crushing the fatty deposits
and clearing the artery. Afterwards, a small tubular
device called a stent (FFigure 3) is usually inserted in
order to keep the newly-cleared artery open.
The advent of the implantable metal stent to prop
open the artery after angioplasty reduced the
occurrence of restenosis (re-narrowing of the artery)
by more than 25 per cent. In 2003 the US FDA
approved the first drug-eluting stent for use within
the USA (17). This type of stent is aimed at further
lowering the rate of restenosis following angioplasty
procedures.
Platinum’s role in PTCA is to help ensure that the
balloon is correctly located. First, the surgeon uses a
guidewire to direct the balloon to the treatment site.
This guidewire is made of base metal for most of its
length, but has a coiled platinum-tungsten wire at
its tip, which makes it easier to steer and ensures
that it is visible under X-ray. Platinum is also used in
marker bands, tiny metal rings which are placed
either side of the balloon in order to keep track of
its position in the body.
Stents are usually made of base metals (typically
stainless steel or cobalt-chromium). However, in
2009, the American device manufacturer Boston
Scientific introduced a cardiac stent made of a platinum chromium alloy (18–20). This stent has been
approved in Europe, and the company is currently
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Pt or Pt-Ir through
wires for multi-pin
hermetic seal, inside
the seal housing
(0.015”
(0.381 mm)
and 0.013”
(0.330 mm))

Pt-Ir, MP35N® or
stainless steel
machined parts for
terminal connector

Pt or Pt-Ir wire and
ribbon multifilar
coils for highvoltage shocking
electrodes

Pt-Ir alloy rings for
shocking electrodes
TiNi-coated Pt-Ir
machined parts
for passive
fixation leads
Porous TiNi-coated
Pt-Ir helix and post
assembly for active
fixation leads
Fig. 2. An implantable cardioverter defibrillator, showing the components that are made from platinum or
platinum group metal alloys

seeking approval from the US Food & Drugs
Administration (FDA).
Catheters containing platinum components are
also used to detect and treat some types of cardiac
arrhythmia (21, 22). Devices called electrophysiology
catheters (23), which contain platinum electrodes,
are used to map the electrical pathways of the

Stent (stainless
steel, Co-Cr,
Co-Cr with Pt,
or nitinol)

Balloon
supporting
the stent

heart so that the appropriate treatment – such as a
pacemaker – can be prescribed.
Other catheters with platinum electrodes are used
for a minimally-invasive heart treatment known as
radio-frequency (RF) ablation (24–26). Arrhythmias
are often caused by abnormalities in the conduction
of electricity within the heart, and it is often possible

Guidewire with
coiled Pt-W tip

Fig. 3. A balloon-mounted stent used in
percutaneous transluminal coronary
angioplasty (PTCA, or balloon angioplasty)
procedures (Copyright © Abbott Vascular
Devices)

Marker band (Pt,
Pt-Ir or Au)
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to cauterise part of the heart muscle in order to
restore normal heart rhythm. For example, ablation
is increasingly used to treat a very common heart
problem called atrial fibrillation, in which the upper
chamber of the heart (the atrium) quivers rapidly and
erratically. Using a catheter equipped with platinumiridium electrodes, the surgeon “ablates” or makes
small burns to the heart tissue, causing scarring,
which in turn blocks the superfluous electrical
impulses which trigger the fibrillation.
Neuromodulation Devices
Neuromodulation devices deliver electrical impulses
to nerves and even directly to the brain, treating disorders as varied as deafness, incontinence (27, 28),
chronic pain (29) and Parkinson’s disease (30). Many
of these devices are based on an extension of heart
pacemaker technology, and they are sometimes
referred to as “brain pacemakers” (31). Like heart
pacemakers, they have platinum-iridium electrodes
and may also incorporate platinum components in
the pulse generator.
There are a number of different types of neurostimulation, depending on the condition that is being
treated. Spinal cord stimulation (the commonest
neuromodulation therapy) is used to treat severe
chronic pain, often in patients who have already
had spinal surgery. Small platinum electrodes are
placed in the epidural space (the outer part of the
spinal canal) and connected to an implanted pulse
generator. The patient can turn the stimulation off
and on, and adjust its intensity.
In deep brain stimulation (DBS) (32–34), the electrodes are placed in the brain itself. As well as pain,
DBS may be used to treat movement disorders such
as Parkinson’s disease, and it is being investigated as a
potential treatment for a wide range of other illnesses,
including epilepsy and depression. Epileptic patients
can also be treated using a vagus nerve stimulation
device (the vagus nerve is situated in the neck).
A cochlear implant (35–38) is used to restore hearing to people with moderate to profound hearing
loss (many patients receive two implants, one in each
ear). A typical device consists of a speech processor
and coil, which are worn externally behind the ear,
an implanted device just under the skin behind the
ear, and a platinum electrode array which is positioned in the cochlea (the sense organ which
converts sound into nerve impulses to the brain).
The speech processor captures sound and converts it
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to digital information, which is transmitted via the
coil to the implant. This in turn converts the digital
signal into electrical impulses which are sent to the
electrode array in the cochlea, where they stimulate
the hearing nerve. These impulses are interpreted by
the brain as sound. It is believed that around 200,000
people worldwide have received one or more
cochlear implants.
At present, neuromodulation is expensive and is
only available in a small number of specialist centres;
even in developed countries only a small proportion
of potentially eligible patients receive this treatment.
However, neuromodulation can be used to help
patients with common and sometimes difficult to
treat conditions (such as chronic pain, epilepsy and
migraine). Its use might therefore be expected to
increase significantly in coming years as new indications for these therapies are established.
Other Implants
Platinum’s biocompatibility makes it ideal for temporary and permanent implantation in the body,
a quality which is exploited in a variety of treatments
in addition to the heart implants already discussed.
Irradiated iridium wire sheathed in platinum can be
implanted into the body to deliver doses of radiation
for cancer therapy (39–41). This treatment takes
advantage of platinum’s radiopacity to shield healthy
tissues from the radiation, while the exposed iridium
tip of the wire irradiates the tumour. Although this
procedure is gradually being replaced by other forms
of radio- and chemotherapy, it remains a useful
weapon in the battle against cancer.
A more recent development is the use of coils
made of platinum wire to treat aneurysms, balloonings in blood vessels caused by weaknesses in the
vessel walls (42).If the blood pressure rises, the vessel
may rupture, causing a haemorrhage. Although this
can occur anywhere in the body, platinum is mainly
used to treat aneurysms in the brain, where surgery is
difficult and fraught with risk. Platinum is used
because it is inert, easy to shape, and radiopaque.
This treatment was first introduced about 20 years
ago. In the late 1980s, a doctor and inventor, Guido
Guglielmi (43–45), developed a detachable platinum
coil which could be used to treat brain aneurysms.
Coils are delivered to the site of the aneurysm by
microcatheter, then detached using an electrolytic
detachment process; once in place, the coils help to
coagulate the blood around the weak vessel wall,
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(a)

(b)

forming a permanent seal (FFigure 4). The coils, numbering between one and around thirty depending on
the size of the aneurysm, are left inside the patient
indefinitely. The Guglielmi Detachable Coil (GDC®
Coil) device was approved in Europe in 1992 and in
the USA in 1995, and by 2009 this and subsequent
generations of platinum coil technology were being
used in an estimated 30–40% of US patients treated
for brain aneurysms.
The Manufacture of Platinum
Biomedical Components
There are many technologies used to produce pgm
components for biomedical applications, ranging
from rod, wire, ribbon and tube drawing, to sheet
and foil manufacture and highly precise Swiss-Type
screw machining (micromachining) (see Figure 5).
Rod and wire are manufactured in diameters
ranging from 0.125" (3.175 mm) down to 0.001"

Fig. 5. Micromachined parts made from precious
metal alloys for biomedical device applications, with
a pencil tip for scale
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(c)

Fig. 4. Detachable
platinum coils being used
to treat an aneurysm:
(a) a microcatheter is used
to deliver the platinum
coils to the aneurysm;
(b) the coils are detached
using an electrolytic
process; (c) more coils are
added to fill the aneurysm
and allow blood to
coagulate, forming a
permanent seal

(0.0254 mm). Dimensional consistency is assured by
laser measurement. Rod is used as the starting material
for a variety of machine components, with most of
the pgm parts being used in pacemaker, defibrillator
and other electrical stimulation products. Wire products are used primarily in three applications:
(a) platinum-tungsten and platinum-nickel fine
wires are used on balloon catheters as guidewires for positioning the catheter in exactly the
right location;
(b) other pgm wires are used as microcoils for neurovascular devices such as treatments for brain
aneurysms;
(c) platinum-iridium wires are also used as feedthrough wires or connector wires used to
connect the pacemaker lead to the pulse
generator.
Ribbon is manufactured in the form of continuous
strips of rolled wire in a variety of platinum alloys.
Ribbon is often used in place of round wire to
produce coils with minimum outside diameter,
and is generally used for guidewire and microcoil
applications. Ribbon is sometimes preferred over
wire because wire can be harder to coil. It can also
be used for markers instead of traditional cut tubing.
Table II shows some typical specifications and
applications for pgm rod, wire and ribbon.
Fine diameter platinum, platinum-iridium and
platinum-tungsten tubing (0.125" (3.175 mm) internal
diameter and below) cut to specific lengths is used
for markers or electrodes on angioplasty, electrophysiology and neurological catheter devices,
aneurism tip coils, feed-through wires used to connect the pacing lead to the pulse generator (also
known as “the can”) which houses the hybrid microelectronics and the battery, and pacemakers. Some
applications of thin walled precious metal tubing
are shown in Table III.
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Table II
Specifications and Applications of Platinum and Platinum Alloy Rod, Wire and Ribbon Components
Applications

Types of component

Specifications

Stimulation devices

Rod for manufacture of
machine components

Balloon catheters; stent
delivery; stimulation leads

Guidewires; feed through
wires; tip coils

Diameters from 0.001" (0.0254 mm)
to 0.125" (3.175 mm); Cut lengths
from 0.02" (0.508 mm)

Table III
Specifications and Applications of Platinum, Palladium, Gold and Precious Metal Alloy Thin Walled Tube
Components
Applications

Types of component

Specifications

Balloon catheters

Radiopaque marker
bands

Electrophysiology
catheters;
stimulation devices

Electrode rings

Inside diameter 0.0045" (0.1143 mm) to 0.250" (6.35 mm),
(tolerance: ± 0.0005" (0.0127 mm)); Wall thickness
0.001" (0.0254 mm) to 0.005" (0.127 mm), (tolerance:
± 0.0005" (0.0127 mm)); Length 0.015" (0.381 mm) to
0.200" (5.08 mm), (tolerance: ± 0.003" (0.0762 mm))

Sheet and foil is mainly made from pure platinum,
platinum-iridium alloys or rhodium. It can be shaped,
formed and rolled to a variety of dimensions. Sheet
or foil can be cut, formed and placed on a catheter
for marking in a similar way to ribbon. Rhodium foil
is used exclusively as a filter inside X-ray mammography equipment to enhance the viewing image.
Table IV shows some examples of applications of
pgm sheet and foil.
Micromachined parts are very complex and very
small – some are only 0.006" (0.152 mm) in diameter
and barely visible with the naked eye (FFigure 5).
Fabrication must be extremely precise to maintain

the necessary quality and dimensional tolerances,
which can be as low as ± 0.0002" (0.005 mm). Highly
specialised equipment and techniques must be used,
such as computer numerical controlled (CNC) Swiss
Screw machines and electrical discharge machining
(EDM) (FFigure 6). The automated high-production
Swiss Screw machines are used to fabricate the main
components and EDM is used to achieve the fine
details required for many platinum parts.
Specialty metal micromachined parts (0.8" (20 mm)
diameter and smaller) are made from a variety of
materials including pure platinum, platinum-iridium
alloys and gold plus non-precious metals and

Table IV
Specifications and Applications of Platinum, Platinum Alloy and Rhodium Sheet and Foil Components
Applications

Types of component

Specifications

Stimulation devices

Electrodes; machine components;
tip coils

X-Ray equipment

Imaging filters (rhodium foils)

Thickness from 0.0007" (0.018 mm);
Width from 1.0" (25.4 mm) to
3.75" (95.3 mm)
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Fig. 6. The production floor at Johnson Matthey’s Medical Products micromachining facility in San Diego,
California, USA
alloys such as stainless steel, titanium, MP35N®
cobalt-nickel-chromium-molybdenum alloy, Elgiloy®
cobalt-chromium-nickel alloy, Kovar® iron-nickelcobalt alloy, and materials such as Vespel®, Delrin®
and Teflon® (see Table V for examples). These products serve device applications such as coronary

stents, pacemaker and defibrillator pulse generator
and lead components, heart valve splices, endoscopic catheters, blood gas analysers, kidney dialysis, and
other medical device and related equipment.
Parts made from pgms are often complemented
with a coating technology. Precious metal powders,

Table V
Applications and Materials for Precision Micromachined Components
Applications

Precious metals*

Other materials, metals and alloys

Stimulation

Platinum; platinum alloys;
palladium; palladium alloys

Nitinol; stainless steel; MP35N®;
Haynes® alloy 25 (L605); polymers

Manufacturing fixtures

Platinum; platinum alloys

Stainless steel 303/304/316; polymers

Orthopaedic

Platinum; platinum alloys

Titanium; titanium alloys; stainless steel;
ceramics

Cardiac implants

Platinum; platinum alloys;
karat golds

Elgiloy®; Nitinol

Hypotubes

Platinum; platinum alloys

Stainless steel; Nitinol

Precision pins, tips and
rollers

Platinum; platinum alloys; silver

–

Bushings, shafts, shims
and spacers

Platinum; platinum alloys

Aluminium

Precision fixtures and
assembly tools

Platinum; platinum alloys; BiomedTM
series palladium-rhenium alloys

Brass; copper; Kovar®

*Platinum alloys used include platinum-iridium, platinum-10% nickel and platinum-8% tungsten
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titanium nitride or iridium oxide are applied to
create a more porous surface structure. The creation
of a porous coating reduces the electrical impedance
from the lead to the battery and allows for a good
electrical connection, while reducing the energy
needed to run the battery. This helps the battery to
last longer. Most pacing lead systems manufactured
today have some form of porous surface. The end use
applications for coated pgm parts are the same as
described above for uncoated parts.
Anticancer Drugs
As well as its use in biomedical device components,
perhaps platinum’s most remarkable and unexpected
quality is its ability, in certain chemical forms, to
inhibit the division of living cells (46). The discovery
of this property led to the development of platinumbased drugs (47), which are now used to treat a wide
range of cancers.
Although cancer remains one of the most feared
diseases, its treatment has advanced rapidly since the
late 1960s. Many types of cancer can now be treated
very effectively using surgery, radiation and drugbased (chemo-) therapies. Chemotherapy drugs work
by killing cells. They are designed to target cancer
cells as specifically as possible, but inevitably cause
damage to healthy cells as well, causing the side
effects for which chemotherapy is well known.
One of the most remarkable advances in the last
few decades has been the improvement in the survival rate of patients with testicular cancer – it is estimated that 98% of men with testicular cancer will be
alive 10 years after their diagnosis. The platinum anticancer drug cisplatin (47) has played a vital role in
making testicular cancer one of the most survivable
cancers. This drug, along with its successor drug,
carboplatin (48), is also widely used in the treatment
of other common tumours, including ovarian, breast
and lung cancer.
Summary
For over forty years, platinum and its alloys have been
used in a wide range of medical treatments, including devices such as coronary and peripheral
catheters, heart pacemakers and defibrillators. Newer
technologies such as neuromodulation devices and
stents also rely on the biocompatibility, durability,
conductivity and radiopacity of platinum to make key
components in a variety of forms. Platinum is used in
pharmaceutical compounds that extend the lives of
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cancer patients. Medical device manufacturers and
pharmaceutical companies continue to invest in new
technologies to satisfy the need for advanced medical treatments in both the developed world and,
increasingly, the developing world. Platinum, the
other pgms and their alloys will inevitably play a vital
part in these developments.
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Opportunities for Platinum Group
Metals in Future Emissions Control
Technology
Platinum group metals (pgms) have been a key component in automotive emissions control catalysts and
systems since their conception in the first decade of
the twentieth century. In 1909 an audience in London
was introduced to the idea that a supported platinum
catalyst in the exhaust box or silencer could remove
the products of incomplete combustion from a gasoline engine (1). This presentation by the French chemist Michel Frenkel, entitled ‘Deodorisation of the
Exhaust Gases in Motor Vehicles’, was remarkable as it
was only a couple of years after the Model T Ford (Figure 1) went into production.

The Development of Autocatalysts
A century after this first announcement, with the accumulation of over 30 years’ practical experience since
the first use of catalysts in the 1970s, commercial catalysts are today applied to most motor vehicles across
the globe. There has been a continual striving to
improve the catalyst performance and function, but
also to reduce, or thrift, the amount of pgms applied to
the catalyst. Frenkel suggested 30 g of platinum would
be sufficient for the 25 horsepower motor vehicles of
his time; today, combinations of platinum, palladium
and rhodium are used on much more powerful vehicles. For example, the gasoline three-way catalyst

Fig. 1. Model T Ford ©
conceptcarz.com
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(TWC), which can remove carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides (nitric oxide (NO) and
nitrogen dioxide (NO2), or NOx) simultaneously, contains less than 10 g of pgm and can produce tailpipe
exhaust emissions that are cleaner than the air drawn
into the engine!
But what of the role of pgms in the future of emissions control? What are likely to be the major challenges?
The Future of Emissions Control Technology
An increasing emphasis on greenhouse gas emissions,
combined with a need to meet NOx and particulate
emissions legislation, means that engine and vehicle
manufacturers are forced to improve engine designs
and power trains. This means engines will get smaller
and new designs will be encountered, for example,
hybrids combining an advanced internal combustion
engine with a battery (Figure 2). One of the consequences of improved fuel economy is decreasing
engine out temperatures. This is often coupled with
increased levels of pollutants such as CO, hydrocarbons and particulates. The pgm-containing catalysts of
the future will need to be more active, work at lower
temperatures, respond rapidly to the change in operating mode of the vehicle, and remove pollutants as
soon as the engine is switched on.
For many aftertreatment solutions we are approaching the stage where catalyst performance is not limited
purely by catalyst activity. For example, the low temperature performance of a selective catalytic reduction (SCR) catalyst is limited by the temperature at
which the urea solution can be injected into the
exhaust, and this is governed by urea hydrolysis
and the need to avoid the formation of deposits in
the exhaust system.

•Platinum Metals Rev., 2012, 56, (1)•

Oxidation catalysts are pgm-based. Their low temperature activity is limited not by activity for CO oxidation but by inhibition by hydrocarbons, NOx and
water. Therefore, the use of zeolites to trap hydrocarbons until the catalyst temperature is high enough to
burn them will increase. NOx adsorbers, based on
pgm, will also be required to hold NOx until the downstream SCR or NOx trap catalysts are warm enough to
remove it.
Low exhaust temperatures also pose a problem to
components that need periodic regenerations. These
include the desulfation of diesel oxidation catalyst
(DOC), NOx trap and SCR catalysts and the cleaning
of soot from particulate filters. Exhaust systems may
require active engineering solutions to modify the
exhaust configuration and bypass thermally sensitive
catalysts during high temperature regeneration events.
A method that has been practically demonstrated
for improving engine efficiency in diesel and gasoline
engines is to introduce some hydrogen into the engine
alongside the fuel. This helps combustion, and can
also reduce emissions of NOx and particulate matter
(PM) (2). The hydrogen would be produced by converting some of the fuel into CO, carbon dioxide and
hydrogen in a process known as reforming. Typical
reformer catalysts will contain pgms, such as rhodium,
and to drive the reaction the whole system will need to
be integrated with the engine so that waste heat from
the engine can be used.
Emissions Legislation and Fuel Choice
Worldwide legislation will continue to tighten and
encompass new vehicle types and pollutants. For
example, in Europe CO2 emissions regulations will be
phased in over the next few years, and nitrous oxide
(N2O), which is 300 times more effective than CO2 as a
greenhouse gas, will be regulated from 2014 in the

Fig. 2. Honda CR-Z Hybrid vehicle
© Honda Motor Company
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USA. Therefore, catalyst chemists and engineers must
continue to improve catalysts and systems to produce
N2O in amounts as close to zero as possible. Particulate number will also be controlled in Europe from
2014, and improved systems to control PM will be
required in the future as the legislation tightens further.
Legislation will also extend to other vehicle types,
including ships, trains and stationary engines, and the
pgm systems will need to meet the specific challenges
of these applications. For example, currently ships use
fuel with high sulfur levels, but in-harbour legislation
may require them to carry low sulfur fuels for use in
port. Also, stationary engines can be very large, and
therefore so will be the catalyst which, if pgms are
needed, necessitates very efficient use of the pgm to
bring the cost as low as possible.
Another future challenge for emissions control catalysts could be the range of fuels available. It is already
possible to buy many of the ‘new’ fuels, and it will be
necessary for the catalysts to work no matter what fuel
is used in the engine; some new vehicles and ships
already use dual fuel engines. Fuels that may be
encountered include synthetic fuels, such as those
derived from coal or biomass; hydrogen; biofuels such
as fatty acid methylesters or ethanol; methanol; compressed natural gas; and blends of these.
Conclusion
Lower temperatures and the continuing presence of
poisons will continue to restrict the use of base metal
catalysts and necessitate the use of pgm catalysts. But
even in the event that base metal catalysts find a
greater role in emissions control technologies, for
example in SCR catalysts, these are significantly promoted by upstream pgm catalysts for NO2 generation.
Thrifting of the pgms will continue to be important
while the catalysts still need to operate efficiently and
overcome all the challenges outlined. To address all
these issues an integrated approach is required, involving fuel suppliers, engine and vehicle manufactures,
and catalyst chemists and technologists. Without a
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doubt, with all these new challenges, many opportunities for pgm-containing emissions control catalysts
and adsorbers remain as we look to the future.
This article is based on and updated from an item
written for the Royal Society of Chemistry’s journal Education in Chemistry (3).
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PGM H I G H L I G H T S

Platinum in Next-Generation Materials
for Data Storage
Introduction
Magnetic memory in the form of hard disks has been
in use in the computer industry since the first hard
disk system was commercially released by IBM in
1956. That first system stored 2000 bits of data per
square inch, equivalent to about 5 MB in total on
50 separate 24-inch diameter disks (1, 2), but data
storage capacity grew exponentially throughout the
latter half of the twentieth century, in tandem with –
and sometimes outstripping – growth in processing
power (3, 4).
The capacity of a hard disk system depends on
many factors, but is fundamentally dictated by how
much information the magnetic medium can hold
(3, 5). This can be quantified using areal density:
the number of bits per unit of surface area, currently
quoted in gigabits per square inch (Gb in−2). For
magnetic memory to keep pace with developments
in the computer industry and see off challenges from
competing solid-state memory technologies, areal
densities must continue to grow rapidly. The next
frontier in storage capacity will see density values
of commercial systems of the order of terabits per
square inch (Tb in−2). However, significant technological innovation will be necessary to bring this
about (3, 4).
Much of this innovation will centre on the magnetic medium: how it is structured and what materials
are used. Existing media contain platinum (Figure 1)
and, more recently, ruthenium (6, 7). These metals
offer a number of advantages in the magnetic storage of data and they have played an integral part
in delivering the growth in areal density seen to date
(2, 8–10). Demand for both in this application is significant, amounting to over 95,000 oz of platinum
and over 50,000 oz of ruthenium in 2009 (6). It is
therefore worth considering what role the platinum
group metals (pgms) will play in increasing storage
capacity into the future.
In fact, the pgms feature prominently in new materials currently under research (3). This article has
selected one example of a platinum-based material as
illustration of this, with two contrasting approaches
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highlighted. This is intended to give a flavour for
the challenges facing the pursuit of higher areal
densities and the novel ways in which these may be
overcome.
The Limitations to Areal Density
Magnetic recording exploits the phenomenon of
ferromagnetism. Ferromagnetic materials align with
an applied magnetic field and retain much of this
alignment as remnant magnetism after the external
field has been removed; in other words they exhibit
bulk anisotropy. In a granular ferromagnetic medium,
data can therefore be encoded in the spatial orientation of the remnant magnetic fields of successive
groups of grains, with each group then constituting
one bit. The information is held in the transition
from one bit to the next; the head will return a
‘1’ or ‘0’ depending on whether or not it picks up a
change in direction (3).

Fig. 1. Platinum alloy coated hard disks (Courtesy of
Platinum Today)
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Clearly, density is increased by reducing bit size and
allowing more bits to be packed in per square inch.
Bit size can be reduced in two ways: by including
fewer grains per bit and by making the grains themselves smaller. This is by no means straightforward
and in practice has to be weighed against other performance parameters. The persistence and integrity
of the data recorded in the magnetic medium is of
particular importance: the bit configuration should
be stable, ideally for five years or more, and the
signal output from the bits should degrade only
minimally (2). These factors place stringent requirements on the medium that limit the extent to which
bits can be downsized (4, 11).
The first requirement is an acceptable signal-tonoise ratio (SNR). In conventional granular media,
grains are irregular in shape, size and arrangement.
In addition, the magnetic fields of grains in adjacent
bits may become coupled so that they do not align
independently. These imperfections give rise to noise
in the data and therefore each bit must consist of
a number of grains sufficient for the average to be
used as a distinguishable signal (2, 3, 11).
The second requirement is that the medium be
thermally stable. For a given material, the smaller
the grains are, the lower their energy barrier to magnetisation reversal – making it more likely that the
data will be disrupted by thermal variations in the
environment. Each ferromagnetic material is therefore subject to a lower limit for grain size below
which data cannot be stably encoded: the superparamagnetic limit (11).

The recent introduction of perpendicular magnetic
recording (PMR) facilitated improvements in both
SNR and data stability by changing the orientation of
the bits in the plane of the medium and adding a
soft underlayer to enhance the write field (3, 11–13)
(Figure 2). As a result PMR has allowed continued
growth in data storage capacity, beyond what was
thought achievable with conventional thin-film media.
However, existing PMR media are not a complete
departure from these conventional media and are
still subject to the above-mentioned constraints limiting eventual reduction of bit size. Therefore, although
the limit to areal density has been greatly deferred, it
still exists. It is generally considered that to achieve
densities much beyond 1 Tb in−2 new materials will
be necessary (3, 4).
Shrinking Bits
In the light of this, there are various approaches to be
taken in developing media with reduced bit size.
In the first instance, fewer grains would be necessary per bit if the medium were more regular with
distinct transitions between bits. In the ideal case,
bit shape and size would be consistent and the bits
would be arranged in uniform arrays. There are a
number of strategies currently being explored to
improve regularity in magnetic media, with the concept of patterned media receiving particular attention (2–4), notably from Hitachi Global Storage
Technologies, Ltd (Figure 3) (13).
Bits can also be made smaller if the superparamagnetic limit to grain size is lowered. The energy

Longitudinal

Perpendicular

Lower pole

Return pole
Upper pole

Read
element

Field from narrow gap

Write
coil

Read
element

Hard recording layer

Main
pole

Soft magnetic underlayer

Fig. 2. Comparison of conventional (longitudinal) and perpendicular magnetic recording (PMR)
modes. PMR enables higher density by orientating the bits perpendicular to the disk, reducing
repelling forces between bits and allowing higher head fields (13). The recording layer in each
typically contains platinum. Reprinted from (13) with permission from the authors and Hitachi, Ltd
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barrier of a grain in the absence of an external
field, EB0, is given by KuV, where V is the volume of
the grain and Ku is the magnetic anisotropy constant
(giving the magnetic anisotropy energy per unit
volume) (3). Hence, to maintain the energy barrier
while decreasing grain size, material with a higher
anisotropy constant must be used. The medium then
possesses a higher coercivity, Hc, a measure of the
intensity of the magnetic field which must be
applied to remove all the remnant magnetism of the
material and a good indicator of data stability. This
also means that a more intense field is required to
write, and overwrite, the data. As materials with very
high anisotropy energy come into use, this may
prove problematic due to practical restrictions on the
magnetic field of the head. The problem is not insurmountable and is the focus of much research and
development, particularly into methods of microwaveassisted magnetic recording (MAMR) or heat-assisted
magnetic recording (HAMR), in which the head carries an energy source to locally heat each bit as it is
written, temporarily lowering the coercivity. After writing, the bit is then quenched and returns to high coercivity so that the information is stabilised (2, 4, 14).
Iron-Platinum Nanoparticles
Novel materials with large values of Ku and which can
be used in a highly regular form are thus being sought.

Granular medium

Iron-platinum alloys of approximately equimolar
composition are known to have high Ku values,
specifically in the ordered tetragonal L10 phase (3).
Furthermore, it is possible to form L10 FePt nanoparticles of very small size (around 3 nm) with a high
degree of chemical stability (15, 16).
The use of nanoparticles in recording media has
been proposed as an extension of the concept of
patterned media. Patterned media consist of arrays of
magnetic islands arranged in a nonmagnetic matrix.
The grains within one bit (or island) are exchange
coupled and act in concert, while being completely
decoupled and independent from surrounding bits.
Bit transitions are thus sharp, and the averaging
required in conventional granular media is not
necessary. However, ultrahigh densities (10 Tbit in−2
or more) will most likely not be achieved using
current nanofabrication techniques such as lithography as it becomes increasingly difficult to manufacture structures on the very small scales required
(2, 3). Nanoparticles, while potentially offering the
same advantages as bit-patterned media, are generated by chemical synthesis and form arrays through
self - assembly, allowing smaller sizes to be obtained
and facilitating regular arrangement on a substrate.
Equally importantly, nanoparticles tend to be monodisperse. Variation in size can be limited to below 5%
(15), compared with 20–30% in granular media (17).
Fig. 3. Patterned media replace
the many random grains of
conventional, continuous thinfilm media with one large magnetic island that stores a single
bit. The bits can then be scaled
to smaller size, allowing higher
density while remaining thermally
stable. Reprinted from (13) with
permission from the authors and
Hitachi, Ltd
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FePt nanoparticles would therefore fulfil both the
requirement for high anisotropy energy and the
need for uniformity. However, there are a number of
problems with the use of FePt nanoparticles which
must be overcome to make them viable for magnetic
recording.
Nanocubes
A patent from Seagate Technology LLC in the USA,
one of the leaders in this field, reports progress on
this front (18). It addresses two concerns: firstly,
the fact that it is difficult to align the magnetic axes
of spherical FePt nanoparticles once deposited on a
surface and, secondly, that they produce a relatively
small magnetic signal. The inventors claim a method
for producing nearly cubic or rectangular FePt
nanoparticles, 4–10 nm in size, which have their
facets parallel to the (001) crystallographic plane
(Figure 4)(19). During deposition onto a substrate,
cubes will assume greater regularity than spheres simply because to be stable the cubes must have one
facet flat on the plane and therefore parallel to it. The
cubic nanoparticles are found to arrange themselves
with their [100] axes perpendicular to the surface,
and their [010] and [001] axes parallel to it and
aligned locally with each other in square arrays. In
addition, these cubic nanoparticles produce a larger
signal than spherical particles of similar dimensions.
This is because signal strength depends on the
magnetic thickness of the medium, and magnetic
thickness of nanoparticles has been shown to be a
function of their geometry: square is better (18).

20 nm

Fig. 4. Bright-field transmission electron microscope
(TEM) micrograph of unannealed iron-platinum
nanocubes, deposited from a non-polar solvent on a
carbon-coated copper TEM grid. Reprinted from (19)
with permission from Elsevier
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There is, however, a potentially more serious limitation which this patent claims to have made only
partial progress towards solving. Typically, Fe-Pt
nanoparticles are produced via synthesis methods
that form a magnetically soft face-centred cubic (fcc)
crystal structure. Annealing is then necessary to
transform the structure to the magnetically hard
face-centred tetragonal (fct) phase (2, 16). The drawback with heat treatment after synthesis is that it
may lead to undesirable particle aggregation and
magnetic coupling – precisely what patterned media
are designed to prevent. The higher-temperature
synthesis technique proposed in this patent does
appear to induce some phase transformation from
fcc to fct during formation of the particles, but it is
likely that further annealing will be necessary.
The inventors do not address in this patent the
issue of how to write data in a medium which is so
magnetically hard that the required switching field is
beyond the intensities achievable with existing head
technology. However, it can be assumed that this
patent forms part of a strategy that Seagate has previously publicised: the use of HAMR in combination
with FePt nanoparticles (20).
Capped Nanoparticles
A European research group may have found a way to
harness the advantages of both FePt alloy and
nanoparticles, without the attendant disadvantages
described above. The proof of concept was carried
out in the MAFIN project (for ‘magnetic films on
nanospheres: innovative concept for storage media’),
which was funded under the EU’s Sixth Framework
Programme (21, 22). Instead of nanoparticles composed of ferromagnetic material, the group used
silica nanospheres with a thin layer of the magnetic
medium deposited as a cap. Initially, researchers
looked into using multilayers of cobalt/platinum or
cobalt/palladium as the magnetic medium (17, 23, 24)
but in this project the focus moved to FePt as a promising material (21).
If the deposition is done correctly, the spherical
shape of the silica particles causes the magnetic film
to form uniform, decoupled islands. Deposition of
the film can be controlled to impart perpendicular
anisotropy to the islands, or a ‘tilted’ medium can be
created (Figure 5 (a)). Coercivity depends on the angle
between the switching field and the magnetic easy axis
of the particle. By tilting the medium, materials with
a high Ku can be made more easily writable (17, 24).
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As the nanoparticles are not themselves magnetic,
they can be arranged adjacent to and in contact with
each other in closely packed arrays (Figure 5 (b)).
The nanospheres are ∼25 nm in diameter and if they
are packed tightly, a storage density of 1 Tb in−2 should
be possible. A successor project (TERAMAGSTOR for
‘terabit magnetic storage technologies’) is aiming to
produce smaller spheres and higher densities (25).
The research group has also proposed a novel way to
write and read the FePt bits, using a fine probe with a
magnetic tip (21).

limits of existing materials are approaching, many
new materials now in development are poised to
deliver step-changes in areal density growth.
The pgms have featured in many major developments in magnetic data storage, of which perpendicular magnetic recording is the most recent example,
and they look set to continue doing so. Just two
examples of applied research into pgm-based materials have been discussed here, but there are many
more. It is quite possible that the platinum group
metals may once again prove to be key in realising
the standard medium for HDDs of the future.

Concluding Remarks
Ten years into the 21st century, data storage is still
dominated by magnetic memory, particularly in the
form of hard disk drives (HDDs) (26). While portable
devices, and even some desk-top PCs, are now using
solid-state drives (SSDs), their cost-per-GB of capacity
remains at least an order of magnitude higher than
that of HDDs (27, 28). This is likely to be the case for
some years yet. Of more immediate concern, perhaps,
are the demands placed on the technology by the
need for ever-increasing storage capacities. While the
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